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2017/2018 COMMITTEE 
 

Club member of the Year 2017-2018: Adrian Longwood 
Life members: Fred Offer, Keith Anderson, Jonel Householder, Ray Stewart, 
Ian Johnson, Peter Andruszkiw, Ron Caunce and Jim Wilcox  
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Welcome to this month’s President’s ramble. There’s been a lot 
happening and only more ahead, so stay tuned and get involved 
as much as you can. Last month’s meeting was held at Ranger 
Outdoors Bentley, where Glen let us loose for the evening to 
browse and grab a bargain. For anyone who couldn’t make it, fear 
not as he honours a Club Discount of 10% year round, and often 

has catalogues out with great deals. 
This month is just as exciting with Richard from Tyre Power coming in for a chat 
on tyres. He has a wealth of knowledge, with years of experience in the 
industry. The meeting is back in South Perth at the new John McGrath Pavilion 
which is our new home, on Wednesday evening, 11 April (building on the left 
if you haven’t been to the new place yet). 
Looking further ahead, for our May meeting we are set to head to Subaru 
Osborne Park, which has generously offered to host us. As a major sponsor of 
the club for many years it will be great to pop in and check out all the new cars 
on display and chat to Michael and his team. 
Clothing and apparel has been expanded in the club, with a new cap available, 
as well as a broad-brim hat. The caps match the blue 
club shirts, and the broad brims match our new 
outdoor shirts. Try some on for size at any general 
meeting.  
I hope you all had a safe and enjoyable Easter, as I did 
with the other Club members who came to Bremer 
Bay for the long weekend. We had fun finding eggs, especially Jason who just 
kept finding them!  
Last meeting life members Keith and Joy Anderson popped in to say hi, and we 
were happy to see them come  along. A reach out to any other Life Members 
– please pop back along to this April meeting to say hello to the familiar and 
new faces around the club. 
The 4WD association we are a part of is having its annual gathering of the clubs, 
and having been the last 3 years I can’t recommend it enough, it’s a fun 
weekend out involving a quiz night, BBQ brekky, day trips led by the local 
Kalgoorlie 4WD club, and time to relax amongst ourselves. I’m expecting us to 
fill a table for the quiz night and have a successful time. Please get your names 
down ASAP as numbers have to be in early. Ask Dave or myself for more info.   
I hope to catch some of you at the April GM. The Pres, Adrian Longwood.   

PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
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Some clubs have special trip planning meetings, but we usually 
rely on the committee to come up with ideas, with special 
request from the members. We thought we would try doing 
something different by putting the people attending the last 
general meeting on the spot and asking where they would like to 
go. Thanks to everyone for their ideas – some requests were: 

Stock yard gully, Dwellingup, Dog-friendly locations, Peak Charles, Hyden, 
Bremer Ridge, Conto’s, Cape Arid, Fishing, Cape Le Grand, Big Red Bash, 
Gymkhana, Joy’s 2-3 week Soldier Crab survey July 2019, Helena and Aurora 
Ranges, Jaurdi, Elachabutting Rock. We will try to incorporate as many of them 
as we can in the future so keep an eye on the calendar. 
April is a busy month for us with the Easter trip to Bremer Bay and then an 
extended long weekend trip to Albany via the back roads. It is also when we 
have a lot of fun playing Finska which anyone can do. 
It’s good to see such a good turnout for the Logue Brook overnight camp on 
May 5 and this would be a good introduction for new members to try 
camping and check out the gear and set ups that other people have. 
There is also a new campsite open in the south west that may interest 
people. Jarrahdene campground is on the site of an old timber mill dating 
from the late 1800s. It is between Margaret River and Augusta, nestled in 
jarrah, marri and peppermint bushland and has gas BBQs, fire pits, picnic 
tables and toilets. It has 36 campsites which can be booked online. 
Cheers, David 
A Trip Leader is never lost, just exploring! 

TRIP COORDINATOR’S REPORT 
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Finska World Championship April 14 
It's on again!! Get your game face – or your game tail – back on for the annual 
Finska World Championship. 
Yes, it's back! And yes, it's bigger! Last year Stephan took out both the 
championship trophy and the bung chuck. Will he be able to defend his titles 
this year, or will he buckle under the pressure of the long list of contenders? 
Will the likes of Ray, Adrian and Travis step up? Or will it be one of the many 
dark horses that are lurking on the side lines who will snatch it from out of 
nowhere? You'll have to come down and find out.   You will need to be a 

member to enter this event. 
It all kicks off at 10. We'll draw out names for 
the knock-out stage, then have a warm up 
game. The first two to reach 50 in each game 
go through to the final. We should crown our 
winner about 1. Bring along your lunch, 
drinks, sun screen, hat and chair.  And attach 

a fancy tail to your rear if you dare. 
Where will it be? It has to be secret for now to protect those who plan to wear 
fancy dress tails [For dress code, see Travis or Katie or Jo Norton] 
Check the new website for the latest info. 

Back roads to Albany for Anzac Day April 21 – 25 
One of the WA 4WD Association delegates 
(and helpers) has plotted the back roads 
and forestry tracks from Mundaring to 
Albany to create a continuous track, with a 
total distance between the way points of 
820 km!  
The plan is to take 4 days to get to Albany 
with bush camping on the way. We want to 
be in an Albany caravan park Tuesday night 
so people can attend the Albany ANZAC 
Day dawn service on Wednesday if they 
wish.Depart 9am Saturday April 21. Bring: Radio, full tank of fuel, camping 
gear, food and drink. Not suitable for camper trailers or caravans. No pets as 
we will be in some national parks Contact: David Peck on 0402 177 886 

TRIP PROMOTIONS/INFORMATION 

Photo: 
http://anzacalbany.com.au/anzac-
day-2018/ 
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Where’s Waly? May 15- May 20 
This trip with a mystery element offers exciting new areas never visited by club, 
with some of the best bush camping in the state. 
The plan is to take you on a 6-day 5-night trip via Westonia, then north east 
on three bush tracks (all unfamiliar to us and the club) heading 
beyond Baladjie Rock and Lake. The 
explorations into the Great Western 
Woodlands start from the north side 
of the lake. On their recce for the trip, 
leaders Ian and Nina found some 
stunning camping areas with great 
4wd tracks and scenery. It’s likely that 
some sections could need a bit of 
‘gardening’. There will be a couple of two-night camps for loafing or more 
exploration of tracks, some of which are only to be found on Google Earth 
(i.e. not on the main maps). All of the offroad sections are new to the 
club.  The last leg of the trip is south through ‘Muka’ to another newly-
discovered granite outcrop – Eaglestone Rock – a spectacular place 

facing Lake Brown. The trip 
home is via Goomalling 
Road and Toodyay 
Bakery!  Extra fuel will be 
required. 
The trip is suitable for all 
Foresters. New members 
are especially welcome! 
This is a great opportunity 
to learn about true bush 
cooking on an open fire. 

TRIP PROMOTIONS/INFORMATION 
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Go on, give it a go 
Come to Wembley Golf Course on Sunday 
May 20 to channel your inner Greg Norman 
and Cristiano Ronaldo in a game of Soccer 
Golf (or FootGolf) – golf played with a 
football and your feet.  

You can join or depart inside 
these dates by 
arrangement.  Get in quick! 
Phone, text or email Ian Johnson 
on 0419 936 566 for more info. 
The 'Waly' bit will be revealed 
on the trip! 
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Logue Brook Dam overnighter May 5-6 
We will travel to Logue Brook Dam via Dwellingup and Hoffmans Mill then 
camp overnight at the Parks and Wildlife Logue Brook Campground.   
From our meeting point, we will head to Dwellingup for morning tea and then 
head south on either the Murray River Fireline if it is open or, if not, Nanga 
Road through to Hoffmans Mill and Logue Brook.  
We will be travelling through Lane Poole Reserve.  Entry fees apply - $13 per 
vehicle ($7 per vehicle for concession card holders).  It will cost nothing if you 
have a National Parks Pass. It will be a leisurely drive, stopping to look at points 
of interest.  We will be using established forest tracks and, provided the 
weather is reasonable and there is not a lot of water around, I expect the 
driving will be easy.  The trip is therefore suitable for drivers of all skill levels. 
Logue Brook campsite has (non-flush) toilets.  There is a camp kitchen with a 
BBQ plate, picnic table and benches.  Bring your own water.  The campsite is 
adjacent to the Lake Brockman Tourist Park which has a café that serves 
breakfast and lunch. 
Fees are: $11 adult, $3 for a child over 5 and free for under 5s.  You will need 

to book your own camp 
site.  The number to ring is 9733 
5402 and that gets you through 
to the Logue Brook Tourist Park 
which takes the bookings.  I have 
booked Site 10 in the Karrak area 
(ask me for a site map) and they 
are aware that I am part of a 
group – Subaru 4WD Club of WA. 
There are only 12 tent sites 
available in Karrak.  If you want 
to bring a camper, you will need 
to book a site elsewhere in the 
campground.  On Sunday, we 
will head out to South Western 
Highway and home.  
Contact: Tony Richards on 
mobile 0414 224 734  

TRIP PROMOTIONS/INFORMATION 

Fiddles and Nibbles May 27 
Come along to Jim’s to get help and 
advice on fixing or adding things to your 
car or to check something that you are 
not sure of. Bring food. Those going on 

the Googs Track trip need to come along 

to have their vehicle checked. Contact 
Stephan or David 
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Nullarbor, Googs Track, Flinders and Gawler ranges 
June 16- July 8 
This three-week trip navigates the Nullarbor, 
gallivants on Googs Track from Ceduna to the 
Trans Australia rail line before frolicking in the 
Flinders Ranges and, on the way home, having a 
gawk at the Gawler Ranges. 
We depart from the Lakes Roadhouse east of 
Perth, heading for Norseman via Hyden and the 
Hyden-Norseman road. We camp just before 
Norseman before heading to the Nullarbor where 
we will camp near Mundrabilla. On the third day 
we will get to Ceduna where we will stay 
overnight. The next day we head north up Googs 
Track, a track across desert dunes that run largely 
east-west. A sand flag is required. We will camp 
two nights on the Track before heading for Port 
Augusta via Glendambo and the Stuart Highway. 
We will overnight two nights in Port Augusta, to re-provision and clean up, then 
head up to Hawker, the Outback Highway and Copley and 
from there to Arkaroola in the north Flinders. We will stay in and explore 
Arkaroola four nights before moving south to the Wilpena Pound area for 

another three nights. 
On leaving the Flinders Ranges we head again to 
Port Augusta via Hawker, fuel up and head across 
the Eyre Peninsula, spending two days in the 
Gawler Ranges  before crossing the Eyre Highway 
at Poochera to head to Streaky Bay for a day on the 
coast before heading back across the Nullarbor, 
then to Perth via Norseman and Kalgoorlie.  We 
should be back in Perth on July 7, with a day up our 
sleeves for the trip back. The above can be changed 
by group agreement. Contact: Stephan Millett 
(text on 0405221845).
 

TRIP PROMOTIONS/INFORMATION 

 Googs Track 

Sheilas do 
Seabird 
The women members 
of the club are taking 
the lead in exploring 
the beaches and bush 
tracks around Seabird 
on Sunday July 1. Join 
in. Men, take a back 
seat and enjoy the 
ride. 

Googs Track 
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APRIL 2018 

S M T W T F S Tues 3. Committee meeting 
Wed 10. Club meeting 
Fri 30 - Mon 2: Easter at Tozer’s 
near Bremer Bay 
April 14. Finska World Cup 
April 21 - April 25  Albany run 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

29 30      

 
MAY 2018 

S M T W T F S Tues 1. Committee meeting 
Sunday 5 - 6 . Logue Brook 
overnighter 
Wed 9. Club meeting 
Tues 15 - Sat 20. Where’s Waly? 
Sat 19. Wilbinga cleanup 
Sun 20. Soccer golf Wembley 
Sun 27. Fiddles and Nibbles 

  1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

27 28 29 30 31   

 
JUNE 2018 

S M T W T F S June 2-4. 4WD Assn. Kalgoorlie. 
[can arrive Thurs 31 May] 
Tues 5. Committee 
Wed 13.. Club meeting 
June 16 - July 8. Googs Track, 
Flinders and Gawler ranges. 
June 16-17. Camp oven cookout, 
York. 

     1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

CLUB CALENDAR 
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JULY 2018 

S M T W T F S Sun 1. Ladies’ Day 
Tues 3. Committee 
Wed 11. General meeting 
June 16 - July 8. Googs Track, 
Flinders and Gawler ranges. 
Sat 14. Christmas in July 
July 22- August 18. Purnululu 
(Bungle Bungle) and Gibb River 
Road. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

29 30 31     

 
AUGUST 2018 

S M T W T F S Tues  7. Committee 
Wed 8. Club meeting 
July 22- August 18. Purnululu 
(Bungle) and Gibb River Road. 
tba Credo Station 

   1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

26 28 29 30 31   

 
Prize question: In what year did the club last go to Cape York? Email the editor with your answer. Clue: Look 
at the scrolling pictures on the front of the new website.  editor@subaru4wdclubwa.asn.au 

UPCOMING LONG TRIPS . April Backroads to Albany; May 
Where’s Waly? June Flinders Ranges and Googs Track; August 

Purnululu.  
 

SCHOOL AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 2018 

School Holidays: April 14 - April 29; June 30-July 15; September 22-

October 7; December 14-February 3 (2019) 

Public holidays: April 2 & 25, June 4, September 24, December 24, 

25, 26 

CLUB CALENDAR 
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Bungle Bungle Range and Gibb River Road  
22 July – 18 August 
Purnululu National Park is one of the world’s most spectacular places. This 
World Heritage site – home of the Bungle Bungle Range – is in the East 
Kimberley about 300km south of Kununurra. 
We will be in the Purnululu NP for about five days and will take five (longish) 
days to get there (WA is a BIG state!). After the long drive, the focus is on the 
Kimberley and its many 
attraction of scenery and 
adventure. There will be as many 
2-4 night camps as will fit, bush 
camping where possible and 
caravan parks to freshen up. 
A trip down the Gibb River Road 
to Derby has been added to the 
itinerary. From Derby the convoy will follow the coast most of the way home. 
You will have the option to join, depart or diverge from the trip. This may be 
attractive on the way back for those who cannot get the whole four weeks’ 
leave. Out of the way places will be highlights. Let us know your available dates. 
It’s a long trip, but not rated as an expedition so unmodified Subarus will be ok 
with a bit of preparation –  some compulsory. No restrictions on numbers (yet), 

but 9 cars / 14 people have 
signed or expressed their 
interest. New members are 
welcome. There are already 
several solo cars who will 
welcome a passenger. As 
with all long-distance and 
remote trips, for safety’s 
sake, two drivers per car is 
preferred. Please contact 
Ian Johnson, Nina McLaren 
or Trip Coordinator David 
Peck for a detailed 
overview and itinerary. 

TRIP PROMOTIONS/INFORMATION 

Photo courtesy of TripAdvisor 

 

Goldfields Gathering 
The annual Gathering of the WA 4WD 
Association this year is at the well-appointed 
Goldfields Motorcycle Club, Percy Road, 
West Kalgoorlie.  
Entry is free, but there is a $50 fee for 
camping, which covers you from Thursday 31 
May to Tuesday 5 June. There is unpowered 
camping on site for tents, caravans and 
swags. It is likely to be cold, and no fires are 
allowed except one large communal fire pit. 
Numbers are needed by 5 May. 
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Getting Roundtu-it in Northcliffe –  
Day 1, Friday, 26 January, 2018  
The Australia Day long weekend had finally arrived and it was time to head off 
on another Club trip.  We were travelling to the Roundtu-it Caravan Park in 
Northcliffe for a two-night stay.  
The meeting point was at the 
first Service Centre heading 
south on the Kwinana Freeway, 
just before Safety Bay Road.  It 
hadn’t been open all that long.  
Meeting time was 8.45 for a 9am 
departure.  When we arrived, 
we found a mass of people and 
cars already there, no doubt all heading 
south for a break, just as we were doing.  
The weather was perfect. 
The group included 4 children and 2 dogs.  
Jason had brought along his son Nathan, 
Joy brought along her daughter Heather 
and Heather’s daughter Kayleigh (Joy’s 
grand-daughter) and we were meeting 
Phil and Souk and their children Tabatha 
and Jackson at Northcliffe.  Leanne and 
Nick had their new dog, Hondo and 
Robert and Wendy had brought along 
Bingley. 
We were away just a little late, with 
Travis remembering after we had left the 
carpark, but before we actually got on to 
the freeway, that he had left the Club 
banner still standing in the carpark.  It 
was retrieved by tailend charlie. 
The traffic on the freeway was moving  
Cont. p.16 
 

TRIPS AND SOCIAL REPORTS 

Heather and Kayleigh 

Jason and Nathan enjoy a snack 

on the grass 
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Roundtu-it Day 1.  
From p.15 quite well and we arrived at our first stop, Donnybrook for morning 
tea, about 11am, stopping in the old railway station carpark opposite the 
bakery.  We purchased some cakes from the bakery which went down a treat.  
Jason and Nathan were 
(understandably) taking 
advantage of the child’s 
play centre just a little 
further down the road.  
Then we were off again, 
heading for lunch in 
Manjimup, arriving after 
12.30 at a very pleasant 
park in town, adjacent to 
the Tourist Centre.  
There was plenty of grass 
and shade, which was great, and everyone 
enjoyed the break. 
After lunch, it was ever onwards as we 
headed for our final destination, Northcliffe, 
just 60kms further on, arriving mid-
afternoon, in good time to set up camp.  
After checking in, we soon all had our tents 
up (Nick and Leanne their campervan) and 
our chairs came out and we were all happily 
sitting around enjoying an early happy hour! 
My thanks to Travis for leading the trip. PS:  

Thanks also to Wayne for leading some cars 

from Windy Harbour along the beach to the 

Gardner River mouth on Saturday.  PPS:  For 

those interested, my total distance travelled 

was 882 kms and average fuel consumption 

for the trip, including the diversion to the 

Gardner River mouth, was 7.2 litres per 100 

kilometres. Tony Richards. 

Time to chat and snack after setting up camp 

Jo gets to the heart of  the 

forest art 
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Day 2 – Northcliffe 
Souk, Phil and kids, were meeting us at the Roundtu-It Caravan park, for a 9am 
departure to have a look and climb Mt Chudulup and other various activities 
of the day. 
As Souk and Phil had done this climb, they decided that they would meet us at 
Windy Harbour caravan park near the playground, while the rest would go up 
the Mount. 
Myself, Travis, Joanne, Dave, Marion, Tony, Leanne, Nick, Wendy, Jason, 
Nathan, Wayne & Julie all made the climb. Well I can honestly say that I 
climbed the Mount with a little help from Travis and the fact I was not going to 
be beaten by Nathan a 3-year-old.  
We head out to Windy Harbour Caravan Park, have morning tea and meet up 
with Suk & Phil. As a group we decide that we would split into 2 groups as we 
wanted to do various activities. 
Our Group – which was made up of Dave & Marion, Joanne, Wendy & Rob, and 
Myself and Travis, decided that we would look at the natural window at the 
D’Entrecasteaux national park and then head back into Northcliffe where we 
would look at Under Story – a beautiful walk through some bushland with art 
placed in various places (and sometimes you did have to look for it). 
Pemberton for lunch and then head out to Big Brook Dam. 
Under Story – Northcliffe - A beautiful setting of bush, trees and art. As we 
wound our way through the path and we looked at the amazing artwork that 
has been done by local people. Cont. p. 18 

Big Brook Dam 
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From p. 17. Pemberton – Lunch Stop -Joanne, Travis and I headed to Holy 
Smoke and picked up some small goods (yummy) and headed back to meet 
everyone and have lunch.  
Big Brook Dam - As we were leaving our lunch 
spot to head to Big Brook Dam we heard Joy 
on the radio saying that she was heading that 
way too as she was tagging along. As we 
turned the corner out of Pemberton another 
voice on the radio – Jason saying he would like 
to tag along as well. We got to the Dam and it 
was a beautiful place, a great spot to swim, 
have a picnic, and take the kayak out. We 
decide that we would do the Karri Valley drive 
to get back onto the highway to head back to 
our camp site. We did not think it was such a 
long drive, but our cars went off road 
and were a little red from the drive.  
That night we were all meeting at the 
Northcliffe Pub for a meal and to 
catch up on what the other group had 
done. There was a live band (not 
bad). 
Tabitha and Jackson had a dance with 
Grandpa Tony. Our meals were good, 
and drinks were cheap. Katie Maskey 

  

Eagle eye needed 
Somewhere in the last magazine 
the editor put a hidden question. 
The first to answer it would have 
won a prize. No-one answered, 
so the question is in the same 
place as last edition, and there is 
a prize available. So get your 
magnifying glass out. Nature’s Window 

A long way up, and down! 
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Yearning for Yeagarup – Day 1 – Saturday 3rd March 
Departing BP Southbound pretty much on schedule at 8:30am were 4 Foz’s 
(Tony & Jeanette, Jason, Julie & Nathan, Daniel and Club guests Mark & Rohan) 
and 1 OB (Steve & Emily). After about 160km convoy consensus led to a pit 
stop in Donnybrook. 
We pulled in at the 
magnificent Apple Fun 
Park which is said to be 
the biggest free-entry 
playground in Australia 
and attracts about 
30,000 visitors to the 
town every year. 
Several members 
ducked over to the 
bakery for a pastry fix and after short while we were on our way again … next 
stop Pemberton. 
Lunch was shared in the park on Brockman St / Vasse Hwy with a few in the 
group taking the opportunity to duck off and top up fuel tanks. On our way 
once again we followed the Vasse Highway for approximately 12km and then 
took a short left onto Old Vasse Road before travelling a dusty (but not too 
corrugated) 11km on gravel along Ritter Road to the Rangers Station. Here we 
were greeted by the Rangers, paid our entry fees for the D’Entrecasteaux 
National Park and proceeded to air down as required for entry onto the 
Yeagarup dunes. 
Approaching the dunes it was magnificent to see the forest simply open up 
onto the sand. The first three Foz’s each made it up without too much effort. 
Next was Steve’s heavily laden OB which gave up the ghost on the first run but 
after some coaching and a further drop in pressure made it to the top. Jason 
and Julie as ‘tail end charlie’ gave it a good hard run and made it up on the first 
attempt. 
The drive across the dunes, in between ‘highway’ marker posts that are about 
40 metres apart, was absolutely incredible to experience …  
Yeagarup dunes are the largest land-locked mobile dune system in the 
southern hemisphere … and it is truly impressive. Cont. p.20 

Yeagarup highway! 
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From p.19. Under Tony’s directional guidance as Trip Leader we made our way 
to camp at the Yeagarup Hut (https://www.wawilderness.com.au/yeagarup-
hut-4wd) and setup our tents. Fire restrictions prevented us from having a fire 
but the camp site had a complimentary gas stove and almost everyone had 
brought a camp stove also. Facilities at the camp were very good, with clean 
drop boxes, two very full water tanks with 
a 12V electric pump, gas canister hot water 
shower, two large open-door rooms that 
would sleep ~10 people each and a 
massive veranda with bench seating and a 
long stainless steel bench top and sinks for 
food preparation and clean-up. 
Having been a reasonably long day, meal 
time was prompt and the after-dinner 
discussion reasonably short. Tony setup a 
small 12V motorcycle battery and hung a 
small globe to provide some light after dark fell. Following some concerted 
chocolate and biscuit eating efforts bed time approached quickly and most 
were in bed by 9pm. Steve & Emily Bredemeyer 
 

Israelite Bay. Day 6 Thursday October19 
With sunrise at 5.30am everyone was up early to blue skies and no wind. Tony 
had already gone birding when I set off at 6.15! I saw Western Yellow Robin, 
Rainbow Bee-eater and a Spotted Pardalote. Overnight Nina had heard a 
Boobook (Owl) and Purple-crowned Lorikeets flew overhead during breakfast. 
That’s enough bird talk. We left around 8.15am heading north. Shortly we 
passed a small salt lake on the left and reached Juranda Rockhole soon after 
which was dry. There was evidence of horses around the area. 
Heinsmen Rock was our next destination. We climbed all over the flat rocks 
but were pleased to get back in our cars as it was swarming with March flies. 
We turned off the track east 12km to Balbinya Ruins. The house had been 
occupied from 1883-1930 by the Brooks family – John and his mother and later 
by his sister. Just north of there is Ray Rocks and here are the graves of John 
and his mother. A large dugite was spotted near the well-preserved ruin so 
morning tea was consumed warily. I flushed a pair of Quail in the surrounding 
flat clearing but they were too quick for a decent photograph. 

Nathan airs down 
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Back to Balladonia road and north to Coragina Rock where we stopped for 
lunch. Here was a pool of water with lush vegetation around but luckily no 
March flies.  
Next was Booanya Rock which is about 5km off the track to the west. The rock 
is a large granite monolith with 
another smaller rock balanced 
on the top with a rickety 
ladder leading to a trig point 
on its summit. After a good 
look around and afternoon tea 
it was decided to have an early 
camp a couple of km south of 
the rock. I cooked a Rogan Josh 
for dinner and with the wind 
picking up it was dark by 
6.30pm. Keith Wilcox. 
 

Israelite on Bight – Day 7, Friday October 20 
Booanya Rock to Fraser Range Station.  Up early for a bit of birding, as the 
dawn chorus came though loud and clear.  I managed to get a good photo of 
a Weebill in flight.  The Weebill is Australia’s smallest bird. 
After returning to camp, I had some breakfast and packed up, ready to go.  
Nina then brought across some meat and asked if I could put it in my fridge, 
as Dave’s fridge had not been working properly.  I then noticed that Dave was 
working on his car.  After a bit of investigation, he had found the problem.  
The fridge plug was not connecting properly.  Thankfully, with a bit of help 
from members of the group, he soon had it fixed. 
Then, we were all on our way.  Well not quite.  A Dugite was spotted just on 
the edge of our campsite, not far from where our tents had been!  Of course, 
we all quickly grabbed our cameras for a few shots.  After the excitement had 
subsided, we took a back track due north from the Rock heading for 
Nanambinia Homestead.  On the way, we stopped at another old homestead, 
which had a dam.  However, about the only thing of any substance still 
standing was a tank stand, with a trough around it. 

Tony tackles Booanya Rock 
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After a good look around, enjoying the beautiful weather, we headed on to 
Nanambinia.  We arrived after 10am.  This old homestead was a bit of a 
surprise, as it 
was actually in 
a habitable 
condition. 
There was lots 
of stuff in the 
homestead 
including furniture and beds and bedding and some old clothes.  Very 
interesting it was!  After inspecting the homestead, we left and drove down 
the track a bit for morning tea. 
With morning tea under out belt, we rejoined Balladonia road and drove 
straight on to Balladonia.  At the roadhouse, we fuelled up, pumped up tyres 
and had lunch.  Then it was on to Fraser Range Station, not far down the 
highway, which was our stop for the night, arriving not long after 2pm.  
However, before we actually got to reception, we stopped for a photo of an 
emu and her chicks.  You don’t see them this close very often. 
We then checked in.  As soon as our tents were up, Keith and I went for a 
walk in the woodland area of the Station, hoping to see some birds.  Alas, the 
birds were few and far between and, apart from a photo or two of a female 
kangaroo with a joey in her pouch, we didn’t have much else to show for our 
efforts.  
Time for a hot shower it was.  Yes, indeed, even if it was $2.00 for 5 minutes 
– a very small price to pay after a few days in the bush without one! 
Dinner was cooked and eaten in the camp kitchen, which was quite 
comfortable.  Thank you to Nina for cooking it (with helpers). Tony Richards 
 

Israelite Bay. Day 8 – Saturday October 21 
At Fraser Range Station the wind kept howling overnight but the little bit of 
shelter we had kept most of the sand and dust off/out of the tents. Everyone 
ended up in the camp kitchen for breakfast just to get out of the wind. 
Afterwards we gave Jason and Julia a hand to pack up their tent, due to the 
wind making it hard to handle with only two people, but they had trained 
Nathan well to roll along the tent folds to get it back in the bag - good 
entertainment! David was wrangled away as he had a migraine. Cont. p.23. 
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From p. 22. We left Fraser Range Station about 8:30 for a quick run to 
Norseman to refuel and have a look at the markets that just happened to be 
on in the main street. We left about 10am on the Norseman to Hyden road 
and stopped at the lookout view over Lake Cowan.  
The road was good and we continued westward, stopping at Lake Johnston 
for a quick look and a rest stop before heading onto the Breakaways. There 
has been a lot of work done here since I went through last with the 
installation of  bollards to control vehicles and quite a bit of planting carried 
out which produced a carpet of yellow flowers.  
We had lunch here and spent some time looking around as the plan was to 
camp near Hyden at Emu Rock. The road was good but it was starting to get 
grey to the west, and the forecast was for 90% rain probability. We decided 
to press on as we were too early to camp and there was doubt about how 
good Emu Rock would be if it started raining. We stopped at Hyden for a 
break and to consult the maps to find another suitable camp. It was decided 
that Gorge Rock between Corrigin and Kondinin would be our target 
destination.  
When we got to Kondinin and heard the updated doubtful weather forecast it 
was decided to look for 
accommodation in town. By this 
time it was about 4:30 and we were 
280 kilometres from home. Jason 
and Julia were keen to press on as it 
was Julia’s brother’s 30th birthday, 
and Daniel and I decided to keep 
going too. So we left Ian and Nina, 
Tony and Keith in Kondinin and 
carried on.  
Daniel hadn’t been to the Corrigin 
Dog Cemetery before so we stopped 
for a quick look whilst Jason and Julia kept going. We caught up with them 
again just after Brookton where they had stopped. Then it was a straight run 
along Brookton highway with a few showers on the way.  
We left Jason and Julia in Kelmscott and carried on to Daniels house in 
Cottesloe. It was just after 9:00 by the time I finally made it home after doing 
about 830 km. David Peck.

Plantings at the Breakaways 
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